


Welcome

Dear friend, 
On behalf of the Organizing Committee of the ISOP Israel Symposium on Drug 
Safety, we are pleased  to invite you to join us in Herzliya, June 3-4, 2019.

ISOP ISRAEL, whose purpose is to improve medication safety, proposes in this 
conference to discover ways to analyses, prevent and manage medication errors. 

This multidisciplinary symposium is solution-oriented: Empowering Human 
Factors through risk communication and risk management approaches, and 
using Artificial Intelligence to analyses real world data, you will go back with a 
toolbox and methods that you can implement in your environment, the very day 
your return home.

Building on deep roots to reach far into the future is Israel’s expertise.  From 
theory to case study, you will learn how hospitals, community-based 
pharmacies, industry (and more) have implemented methods and tools to 
decrease the risks and side effects of anticoagulant use. Working on this 
particular high-risk medication, we have build a team, a culture and a 
methodology that is easily transferrable to other high-risk medications.        

ISOP ISRAEL benefits from its close partnership with the Institute for Safe 
Medication Practices (ISMP), USA, which, in close collaboration with the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has been working for 35 years to prevent 
medication errors.

We welcome those dedicated to improve medication safety: healthcare 
professionals, patients, risk managers, Koupot Holim, academics, industry, 
regulatory authorities, IT software providers, and hospital managers, among 
many others. You will have the opportunity to meet and discuss common 
problems and learn about innovative solutions to medication safety problems. 

Participating in the exhibition provides a special opportunity 
to learn about the importance of drug safety.

It will be our pleasure to have you among 
the symposium supporters and exhibitors.

Please do not hesitate to contact me 
for further information.

Limor Urfaly

Industry Liaison 

Manager

Ortra Ltd.

Email:

limor@ortra.com

Mobile: +972-54-700-

mailto:limor@ortra.com
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Why Partner with ISOP Israel 2019?

 Enhance your reputation: Highlight your organization to an international audience of 
experts in patient safety, healthcare professionals from multiple disciplines, prescribers, 
hospital managers consumer and HMOs – Kupot Holim and decision makers.

 Build organizational brand awareness and increase exposure: Promote your organization 
before, during and after the event through our range of digital and print media channels 
and sponsorship packages. 

 Foster collaborations and build new business relationships: Establish new networks, and 
strengthen existing relationships with thought leaders, industry innovators and 
symposium delegates in our comprehensive formal and informal program of events.

 Showcase your innovations, products and services: Your brand will be displayed to all 
symposium attendees; with opportunities to reach additional audience via our marketing 
and communication channels. 

 Generate new ideas and gather new knowledge: this unique environment brings together 
leading researchers and innovators to kick-start the next wave of ideas and innovation in 
this field.

 Act as full partner for patient safety: meet researchers, find opportunities of 
collaboration, join the many ISOP ISRAEL initiatives, build your image in the forefront of 
medication safety. 

 Benefit from the contact with prestigious partners: Institute for Safe Medication Practices 
working with FDA on medication error prevention for 35 years, Center for Medicine in 
Public Interest, USA, advising on Health policies and strategies worldwide, ISOP 
International. 

About

Who will attend?

Anyone with an interest in Patient Safety, including:

 Healthcare professionals: physicians, pharmacists, clinical pharmacologists, clinical 
pharmacists, nurses, specialists

 Pharmacovigilance staff from Hospital, Industry and Koupot Holim

 Risk Managers and Safety Managers

 Hospital managers

 Head of Medical Departments (cardiology, pulmonology, haematology, surgeons, 
neurologists)

 Industry Medical Directors and Regulatory Affairs

 Health funds and Insurance, Kupot Holim

 Patients and patients’ associations

Ministry of Health: Pharmacovigilance, Patient safety

 Competent Authorities

 IT safety solutions providers / researchers

 Lawyers



Meeting Venue

ISOP Israel 2019 will be held at the Daniel Herzliya Hotel, Israel

Ramat Yam St 60 

Herzliya

Israel

Phone: +972-9-9528282

The Venue

About Israel

Israel is located in the Middle East, on the narrow 
region connecting Africa and Asia. Although small 
in territory, Israel's landscape and climate are 
varied. There are snow-capped mountains in the 
north alongside dry wildernesses in the south and 
desolate areas alongside modern lively cities. 

Israel’s ethnic and religious mosaic is rich and 
fascinating, and it has numerous cultural 
institutions and entertainment centers. 

Thanks to its rich history and sanctity for the three 
monotheistic religions, it has many ancient and 
holy sites.

Israel offers travelers:

 A wealth of touring opportunities, including 
pilgrimage journeys, resort holidays, cultural 
tours, water sports adventures and desert 
safaris.

 Luxury hotels, glamorous spas and unique 
restaurants. In addition to world-class Israeli 
hotels- almost every international hotel chain is 
represented in Israel

 A central location, where Europe, Asia and 
Africa meet

Numerous connecting flights to and from all 
major world centers

 Countless reasons to bring your family or a 
loved one and stay a few more days



Sponsorship 

Opportunities

Sponsoring Symposium Bags
Company’s logo on the symposium 
bags that will be handed to all 
symposium participants

18 Sqm (sq. meter) non-constructed 
exhibition space including: 

• 3 tables & 6 chairs

• 3 electrical outlets 

• 6 complimentary invitations 
(entrance to sessions, 
exhibition, lunches and 
refreshments)

• Inclusion of Company logo:

• On Symposium website with a 
hyperlink to the company’s 
own site

• On printed program

• On Symposium signage, onsite 

• On Symposium publications, 
such as promotional 
newsletters 

• Option to insert a A4 size flyer 
in the participant's kit

Sponsoring Name Tags Lanyards

Company’s logo on all lanyards 
attached to the name tags all 
participants will receive
12 Sqm (sq. meter) non-constructed 
exhibition space including: 

• 2 tables & 4 chairs

• 2 electrical outlets 

• 4 complimentary invitations 
(entrance to sessions, exhibition, 
lunches and refreshments)

• Inclusion of Company logo:

• On Symposium website with a 
hyperlink to the company’s own 
site

• On printed program

• On Symposium signage, onsite 

• On Symposium publications, 
such as promotional newsletters 

• Option to insert a A4 size flyer in 
the participant's kit 

US$ 10,000 US$ 8,000



Sponsorship 

Opportunities

Writing pads & pens handed to all 

participant in their delegate bags

• 6 Sqm (sq. meter) non-

constructed exhibition space 

including: 

• 1 table & 2 chairs

• 1 electrical outlets 

• 2 complimentary invitations 

entrance to sessions, exhibition, 

lunches and refreshments

• Inclusion of Company logo:

• On Symposium website with 

a hyperlink to the company’s 

own site

• On printed program

• On Symposium signage, 

onsite 

• On Symposium publications, 

such as promotional 

newsletters 

• Option to insert a A4 size 

flyer in the participant's kit 

US$ 6,000

Gala Dinner 

Sponsor

US$ 8,000

Sponsoring the main event of the 
Symposium - Gala Dinner on Monday, June 3 

• Greetings at the Gala Dinner

• Option to brand the Gala venue on his 
expense – to be approved by the 
Organizing Committee

• Option to distribute giveaway 
presents – on his expense

• Sponsor's logo on Symposium program 
next to the event 

• Sponsor's logo on the welcome signage at 
the entrance to the Gala venue

• 2 complimentary invitations 
entrance to sessions, exhibition, lunches 
and refreshments

• Inclusion of Company logo:

• On Symposium website with a 
hyperlink to the company’s own site

• On printed program

• On Symposium signage, onsite 

• On Symposium publications, such as 
promotional newsletters 

• Option to insert a A4 size flyer in the 
participant's kit 



Sponsorship 

Opportunities

Sponsoring the Symposium’s Cocktail 
Reception on Sunday, June 2 

• Greetings at the reception

• Option to brand the reception 
hall on his expense – to be 
approved by the Organizing 
Committee

• Option to distribute giveaway 
presents – on his expense

US$ 5,000

Cocktail 

Reception

• 2 complimentary invitations 

entrance to sessions, exhibition, 

lunches and refreshments

• Inclusion of Company logo:

• On Symposium website with 

a hyperlink to the company’s 

own site

• On printed program

• On Symposium signage, 

onsite 

• On Symposium publications, 

such as promotional 

newsletters 

Coffee 

Break

US$ 3,000

Sponsoring on of the Symposium’s 
Coffee Breaks

• Option to brand the Coffee 
Break area on his expense – to 
be approved by the Organizing 
Committee

• Option to distribute giveaway 
presents – on his expense

• 2 complimentary invitations 

entrance to sessions, exhibition, 

lunches and refreshments

• Inclusion of Company logo:

• On Symposium website with 

a hyperlink to the company’s 

own site

• On printed program

• On Symposium signage, 

onsite 

• On Symposium publications, 

such as promotional 

newsletters 



Sponsorship 

Opportunities

Sponsoring a cell phone recharge 
station located at the coffee breaks / 
exhibition area

• A cell phone charging station 
located at the coffee breaks / 
exhibition area, will be 
branded with company logo

US$ 2,500

Cell Phone 

Recharge 

Station

• 1 complimentary invitation 

entrance to sessions, exhibition, 

lunches and refreshments

• Inclusion of Company logo:

• On Symposium website with 

a hyperlink to the company’s 

own site

• On printed program

• On Symposium signage, 

onsite 

• On Symposium publications, 

such as promotional 

newsletters 

Bag Insert

US$ 1,500

A flyer provided by the company (no 
bigger than A4 size) will be inserted to 
all delegate bags

• 1 complimentary invitation 

entrance to sessions, exhibition, 

lunches and refreshments

• Inclusion of Company logo:

• On Symposium website with 

a hyperlink to the company’s 

own site

• On printed program

• On Symposium signage, 

onsite 

• On Symposium publications, 

such as promotional 

newsletters 

ISOP ISRAEL 

Donation

A contribution to the ISOP ISRAEL 
association will be thankfully 
appreciated. 

For assistance, please contact 

Dr. Rina Irene Fermont at: 
fermont.irene@gmail.com

mailto:fermont.irene@gmail.com


Exhibition 

Opportunities

US$ 3,000 US$ 2,000

Exhibition Space

6 sqm

Constructed 

booth 6 sqm

• includes: 

• Two side-panels and rear 

panel (white) 

• Booth Signage 

(up to 30 characters) 

• 1 table

• 2 chairs

• 3 spotlights

• Electrical outlet (220 V) 

1 phase 1KW

• 2 complimentary invitations 

entrance to sessions, exhibition, 

lunches and refreshments

• includes: 

• 1 table

• 2 chairs

• Electrical outlet (220 V) 

1 phase 1KW

• 2 complimentary invitations 
entrance to sessions, exhibition, 
lunches and refreshments

Dany Sukonik, CEO 

dany@sukonik.net

Sharon Sharabi, VP Marketing 

sharon@sukonik.net

Tel: +972-3-6830044 

website: www.sukonik.net 

For more information or 

construction solutions 

(syma systems, carpentry, 

truss etc.), branding, 

furniture and electricity, 

please contact the 

conference exhibition 

contractor – Sukonik Ltd.:

mailto:dany@sukonik.net
mailto:sharon@sukonik.net


Exhibition 

General Terms

Sunday, June 2 To be advised Exhibition construction 

Monday, June 3 06.00-07.00 Final exhibition preparation 

Monday, June 3 07.30-17.00 Exhibition opening hours

Tuesday, June 4 08.00-17.00 Exhibition opening hours

Tuesday, June 4 17.00-22.00 Exhibition dismantle

Exhibition Registration 

Interested parties are requested to complete and return the enclosed Registration 

Form.

Preliminary Schedule

B-Safe

Attn. Ms. Eti Elimelech

Pasternak 

Tel: +972-3-5325575 

Email: eti@b-safe.org

PLEASE NOTE
No dismantle will be allowed prior to the closing time of the exhibition.

Coffee breaks will be held at the exhibition area, allowing the exhibitors to have 
meetings during the breaks.

Rates

Please advise whether you prefer to exhibit in a constructed booth, according to the 
specifications details, or in an open space and have the option to build a booth 
yourself.

*** Prices are not including VAT (for Israeli companies)

Prices are including construction engineer approval. 
Please send your images of the construction, 
as well as the technical specification to: 



Exhibition 

General Terms

Terms and Conditions of Participation

Any company that participates in the exhibition is doing so at its sole responsibility and 

liability. Any such company must maintain an adequate insurance policy with a sufficient 

coverage for its property, employees, representatives and any visitors participating in the 

exhibition against any risk, loss and damage, of any kind whatsoever. It being clarified 

that an absence of such insurance policy or an invalidity of any such insurance policy 

shall neither derogate, in any manner, from the company's liabilities and responsibilities 

hereunder nor create a liability or responsibility of such kind for Ortra or anyone on its 

behalf, and Ortra will not be liable, whether financially or otherwise, towards any third 

party whatsoever in respect of any risk, loss and damage incurred by any third party, 

including the company or anyone on its behalf.

Terms of Payment

• 50% of the fees must be paid as a deposit, no later than 21 days from date on the 

invoice.

• Remaining 50% to be paid by May 15, 2019.

Payments can be made by one of the following options:

• Bank draft to ORTRA Ltd., PO Box 9352, Tel Aviv 61092, Israel

• Wire transfer in New Israeli Shekels to Bank Account. 

Ortra Ltd.: Bank Leumi (swift code LUMIILITXXX), Branch no. 624, 23 Emek Habracha

ST., Tel-Aviv, Israel, Account no. 262200/12, IBAN: IL87 0106 2400 0002 6220 012. 

Cancellation policy 

Exhibition Registration: 

Refund of exhibition registration fees will be made with a written notification of 

cancellation to Ortra Ltd.:

• Before March 1, 2018 exhibitor will be charged $200 as handling fees.

• Between March 2 to April 15, 2018 a refund of 50% of the fees

• From April 16, 2018 a refund of 50% of the fees will be made, on condition that the 

space will be re-rented to another exhibitor of the Conference. Otherwise 100% 

cancellation fee will apply.



Exhibition 

General Terms

Insurance

Any company that participates in the exhibition is doing so at its sole responsibility and 
liability. Any such company must maintain an adequate insurance policy with a 
sufficient coverage for its property, employees, representatives and any visitors 
participating in the exhibition against any risk, loss and damage, of any kind whatsoever. 
It being clarified that an absence of such insurance policy or an invalidity of any such 
insurance policy shall neither derogate, in any manner, from the company's liabilities 
and responsibilities hereunder nor create a liability or responsibility of such kind for 
Ortra or anyone on its behalf, and Ortra will not be liable, whether financially or 
otherwise, towards any third party whatsoever in respect of any risk, loss and damage 
incurred by any third party, including the company or anyone on its behalf.

Additional Technical Services

Exhibitors, who require additional equipment such as counters, bar chairs, tables, 
chairs, brochure stands, show cases etc. or additional electricity, should apply in 
advance to Limor via email: limor@ortra.com.

Internet Connection

If you need internet connections please contact Limor via email: limor@ortra.com.

Audio-visual Equipment Rental Services

Exhibitors, who wish to rent AV equipment for their stands, 
such as TV or Plasma screens, DVD, VCR, etc, may contact 
Limor via email: limor@ortra.com.



Exhibition 

General Terms

Exhibition Terms & Conditions

• Transportation of exhibition materials to and from the exhibition, and arrangements in the 
booths/exhibition spaces are the sole responsibility of the exhibitor and on his account. The 
exhibitor will not obstruct aisles, approaches to the exhibition area and in no way cause 
inconvenience to other exhibitors. Exhibitioners should bring their own cart for transporting 
materials within the exhibition space.

• All exhibition materials must be inside the booths/exhibition area one hour before the opening of 
the exhibition. Exhibits must not be removed during exhibition opening hours.

• All arrangements by the exhibitor and installation of demonstration equipment must comply with 
safety regulations.

• The organizers reserve the right to alter the layout of the exhibition, postpone or cancel it, or move 
the exhibition to a different location. Further, the organizers may remove displays that cause 
inconvenience/disturbance to other exhibitors.

• The organizers are obliged to ensure the orderly operation of the exhibition by all means at their 
disposal.

• Exhibitors may not take their exhibits to booths/areas outside the booths/areas allocated to them, 
without prior permission of the organizers.

• Exhibitors are not allowed to attach materials to the walls of the hotel.

• The organizers, while providing general security, are not responsible for theft or damage to the 
exhibitors’ property. Exhibitors must insure themselves and their property against theft, damage 
and third-party claims by visitors and staff.

• The organizers are responsible for general maintenance, excluding maintenance of 
booths/exhibition areas.

• Exhibitors will refrain from making noise or causing odors, which may inconvenience other 
exhibitors.

• Cleaning - The organizers are responsible for general maintenance and cleaning of the public areas. 
Exhibitors are responsible for cleaning their exhibition spaces.

Safety

• The organizers are obliged to insure the orderly operation of the exhibition by all means at their 
disposal.

• Exhibitors in standard constructed booths may not add any elements to the fascia provided by the 
organizers, without prior permission. 

• All equipment used for display or demonstrations, must comply with local safety regulations. 

• Exhibitors are not allowed to distribute any sort of handouts such as brochures or giveaways in the 
public areas of the Exhibition.



Application Form

Please complete in clear letters and return to:
ORTRA Ltd. P.O. Box 9352, Tel Aviv 6109202 ISRAEL, E-mail: limor@ortra.com

Company Details

Company Name Company Reg. No

Address City

Country Zip code

Contact Person Function

Telephone Fax

Mobile E-mail

Item

 Platinum Sponsorship $10,000

 Gold Sponsorship $8,000

 Silver Sponsorship $6,000

 Gala Dinner Sponsorship $8,000

 Cocktail Sponsorship $5,000

 Constructed Booth $3,000

 Unconstructed Booth (Floor Space) $2,000

Payment

We will make advance payment of 50% of the invoice amount within 21 days of receiving the 
confirmation; the balance is to be paid not later than 30 October 2017. Payments: in US$ or in New 
Israeli Shekels  

 Enclosed is a copy of the Bank Draft on the amount of _________________ US$ (please specify if 
in NIS or in Euro) to: ORTRA Ltd., PO Box 9352, Tel-Aviv 61092, Israel

 Wire transfer in NIS to ORTRA Ltd, Bank Leumi, (swift code LUMIILITXXX), Branch no. 624, 23 Emek
Habracha ST., Tel-Aviv, Israel, Account no. 262200/12, IBAN: IL87 0106 2400 0002 6220 012.

We have read, understood and agree to the Terms & Conditions specified in the General Information 
document:

Signature and Company Stamp: _____________________    Date : ________________________

mailto:limor@ortra.com

